
Life’s uncertainty leaves us vulnerable to many types of risks. Mishaps and setbacks are a natural and inevitable part of 
life. Injuries, property damage, and financial ruin can be unfortunate parts of our lives. Few things are as valuable as 
fine art, jewellery and specie (such as bullion or bank notes) and there are only limited markets for insuring such risks. 
From childhood, to our teenage years, and on through adulthood into retirement, we need to think ahead and make 
plans at every stage of our lives and acknowledge that protection requirements will also evolve as they move through 
life.

Our Personal Lines solutions are designed to address our clients’ total cost of risk; the advantages are, among others:
- As we are Aon’s largest Global Network Correspondent, we have access to over 50’000 colleagues in 120 countries as 

well as to their proprietary data, research and analysis, enabling us to manage and secure the risks of our clients
- Our unique combination of experience and specialism allows us to develop an in-depth understanding of our clients’ 

risk profile to optimise placement outcomes
- Our unique structure enables us to deliver tailored solutions to clients who navigate complex market conditions
- Our focus on high ethical standards, professionalism and innovation enables us to deliver effective risk solutions, 

supported by personal service for which we have built an unrivalled reputation
- Our advanced ecosystems for communication and claims management work constantly to update staff members on 

key information about benefit utilization and issue resolution to ensure a seamless customer experience
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From high-value personal insurance and credit card cover to personal liability, domestic worker’s insurance and 
motorcycle cover, our Personal Lines division provides personal risk management and insurance solutions that help 
private clients rest assured that the potentially devastating risks are being managed in the right way. We help simplify 
your life by managing your personal risks in a way that aligns with your personal and financial goals. Our expertise 
combined with our vast knowledge of the African continent, allows us to provide clients with tailor-made packages 
that best suit their needs. 
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We are dedicated to providing our clients with profound subject-specific expertise and a full range of risk and insurance 
broking services that help reduce costs, control risk, protect their future, and achieve their objectives. By helping our 
clients identify the risks, we can help them thrive. Our team analyses and provides coverage solutions to risks 
including:  
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Motor 
Insurance

Travel
Insurance

Personal Accident
Insurance

Home & Domestic 
Workers’ Insurance

Health Insurance 
& Group Offerings

Golfer’s 
Insurance

Funeral / Last 
Expense  Cover

SME Small Micro 
Enterprise Cover


